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RCR Cristalleria Italiana was founded in 1967 in the heart of Tuscany, thanks to 
an idea had by a group of craftsmen who, with passion and talent, brought the 
millenary tradition of glassmaking to a higher level. By introducing our 2021 
catalogue, we hope to show you how passionately we hold on to the values that make 
our company one of a kind, our love for quality and respect for the environment.

All our products are made of Eco-Crystal, a material of the highest quality and made with 
total respect for the environment. Our factory has no need of a smokestack because our 
production is emission free and uses renewable energy to create 100% recyclable products.

Choosing RCR Cristalleria Italiana and Eco-Crystal means counting on Made-in-Italy 
quality, knowing that you have done the right thing for your business and for the environment.

Today, RCR Cristalleria Italiana stands out in the market of tableware, wine-tast-
ing, home furnishings and mixology, combining tradition with fervent innovation, de-
sign and research, aiming to satisfy those who use our products for all occasions.

HEADQUARTER (INDONESIA)HEADQUARTER (INDONESIA)
Semarang Plaza 2nd Floor Block B
Jl. H. Agus Salim No.7
Semarang - Indonesia

SANGO HOSPITALITYSANGO HOSPITALITY
PT Sango Ceramics Indonesia

FACTORY (INDONESIA)FACTORY (INDONESIA)
JL Raya Mangkang
Semarang - Indonesia

SHOWROOM (INDONESIA)SHOWROOM (INDONESIA)
Merlynn Park Hotel
Jl. KH. Hasyim Ashari No.29-31
Jakarta  - Indonesia

SHOWROOM & OFFICE (UK & ITALY)SHOWROOM & OFFICE (UK & ITALY)
Churchill Chambers, Churchill Way, 
Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK11 6AS,
United Kingdom

Atmosphere Living SRL
Viale IV Novembre, 102
31100 Treviso - Italy

Tel : +62 24 866 0050
Fax : +62 24 866 0047/0049

Sango Hospitality

@sangohospitality

salessupport@sango.com

www.sango-hospitality.com
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Manufacturing company
Production takes place entirely in Italy, in one factory located in 
Tuscany, where, through a complete vertical integration, every single step 
of the process is carefully monitored. We are a certified company, which 
allows us to guarantee service to our customers, and we export to over 110 
countries around the world, guaranteeing globally recognised quality.  

Tuscany

Mission

Vision

“To be a reliable, cutting edge supplier of superior 
quality crystal glass, the quintessence of Italian 

design for every moment of the consumer’s lifestyle”

“Industrial, eco-friendly, state-of-the-art 
ultra-clear crystal glass, compliant with ethical and 
environmental standards, made with the care typical 

of artisanal production”
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Being ECO-CRYSTAL

The whole production process is completely  electric while keeping an eye on consumption reduction.

Energy saving

RCR has decide not to use raw materials that release nitrogen oxides, the main responsible for acid rain.  
We decided to make our products without using rare raw materials that are usefull for medical purposes. For 
instance, we have chosen not to use Gadolinium because it is rare and essential for CT scan procedures.

Ethical approach in managing raw materials

We recycle 40% of water employed in the productive process while the part that we cannot recycle is decanted 
and treated to make it extremely pure.

Water recycling

At RCR we do not waste energy as it is constantly recycled. The energy released by machines is recovered and 
reused while the  heating is conveyed in order to fuel the heating system.

Energy recovery

In the last 10 years RCR has reduced its electric  consumption by 45%, which is the equivalent of  
average consumption  of a village of 5.845 people, while also reducing gas consumption by 28%, the 
equivalent of 2.586  residential heating. We were able to do that  without losing production efficiency.

0%  Atmospheric  discharge

100% Recyclable

Only renewable energy

RCR employs only electric furnaces. 
The process of melting and fining is completely electric and 
without smoke emission.

The absolute pure raw materials used, allow the
LUXION® ULTRACLEAR ECO-CRYSTAL GLASS to be 
100% recyclable. 
99,9% the percentage of internal cullet recovery. 
No polluting bleaching agents used in the process.

Photovoltaic panels: 23,000 m2 
Biomass plant 
Geotermal Energy
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ULTRACLEAR LIGHTNESS RESISTANT

DISHWASHER SAFE DISHWASHER SAFE ECO-FRIENDLY

The most
TRANSPARENT
crystal glass.

A unique 
LIGHTNESS given 
by pure raw 
materials.

Extraordinary 
RESISTANT to the 
breakages.

Tested for  
over 4.000 
professional 
dishwasher uses.

Clear and pure 
SOUNDS, like the 
best lead crystal.

100% RECYCLABLE. 
Produced with respect 

of the  environment.

Performances

3 different technologies
RCR is one of the most innovative 
and flexible factories in the world, 
using all the possible production 

technologies to combine out 
tradition with the cutting edge 

ITALIAN DESIGN.

Pressed

Blown

Bottles
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Inspired by professional testimonials

Quality is not something to be improvised, 
it is the result of a series of virtuous actions. 

From the best raw materials to efficient production processes 
and partnerships with leading experts in every sector whose expertise and 

passion guide development of RCR Cristalleria Italiana products.

Davide Oldani
The Italian star 

chef of pop cuisine

Luca Martini  
World’s Best Sommelier

Danny Del Monaco 
National champion 
barman mixologist 

World champion  
Bacardi-Martini Gran Prix

The higher quality rates in Europe

360° internal production process from the design 
to the production.

Mould internal production.

Seven quality checks for each item 
produced.

Certified

ISO 9001:2015 
ISO 14001:2015 

OHSAS 18001:2007
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Property/Material

Green Company

Lead 
crystal

2.9

1.545

86%

450

High

incomplete

25%

incomplete

0.50%

2.5

1.520

87%

520

Low

2.6

1.532

90%

540

High

guaranteed

0.35%

Superiore
crystal 
glass

Comment

100% Made in Italy Production flexibility

Quality Expertise

Innovation Service

A single production facility in 
Colle di Val d’Elsa (Tuscany).

Pressed and blown items of 
any size.

Each product undergoes 7 inspections and 
resists over 4.000 professional dishwasher 
cycles.

Both internal and external laboratories 
develop constant chemical analysis and 
tests on product performances.

We launch approximately 40 new 
products every year. 
R&D and Creative direction departments 
develop innovative projects in the fields of 
environment and design.

Mould, glass cutting and decorating facil-
ities.

SONORITY
(Density in kg/dm3)      

BRILLIANCE
 (Refraction index)

TRANSPARENCY
 (Optical transmission at 30 mm thickness)

RESISTANCE TO 
SCRATCHES/FRICTION

CAPACITY FOR KEEPING 
FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
TEMPERATURE STABLE

DISHWASHER 
RESISTANCE 

DISHWASHER RESISTANCE 

 (Vickers Hardness)

 (Vickers Hardness)

 (Unaltered after 4,000 professional cycles)

 (Unaltered after 4,000 professional cycles)

A higher value guarantees high sonority 
and reflects the quality of the raw materials.

Higher values indicate greater ability 
of the glass to deflect light, producing 
effects typical of brilliants and cut glass.

Higher values indicate greater raw material 
purity and the enhanced ability 
of the glass to allow light to pass.

Higher values guarante resistance to abrasions, 
nicks and scratches.

Higher values guarante resistance to abrasions, 
nicks and scratches.

Luxion® manages to pass the test of 4,000 
professional cycles without losing brilliance.

The lower this percentage,  
the higher the safety for food contact.

What makes RCR unique
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A modern line for a more stylish everyday table setting, 
with wide-bellied goblets to achieve perfect oxygenation 
of the wine, while the narrowing rim conveys the aromas 
by concentrating and enhancing them.  The flute features 
laser points applied to the bottom of the glass which em-
phasize the bead of the sparkling wines with a spectacu-
lar rise of bubbles.

Tablew
are

Calice E50
Ego Goblet - E50

Goblet E50

25491020106
cl= 50  oz= 16,84
h = 210 mm
ø = max 106 mm
6x2

Calice E43
Ego Goblet - E43

Goblet E43

25489020206
cl= 43  oz= 14,57
h = 200 mm
ø = max 100 mm
6x2

17
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The line has been conceived to meet all the demands of 
the wine lovers. Goblets, glasses and decanters with a 
design that appears classic, elegant and international at 
the same time 

21

Invino Goblet - I56
Goblet I56

25516020106

Invino Old Fashioned Tumbler - I37
Tumbler I37

26319020206



2322

Calice I56
Goblet I56

25516020106
cl= 56  oz= 19,10
h = 235 mm
ø = max 93 mm
6x2

Invino Goblet - I56
Calice I45
Goblet I45

26195020106
cl= 45  oz= 15,11
h = 220 mm
ø = max 84 mm
6x2

Invino Goblet - I45

Tablew
are

Bicchiere I24
Invino Flute Goblet - I24

Tumbler I24

27610020006
cl= 24  oz= 8,15
h = 238 mm
ø = max 58 mm
6x2

Bicchiere I37
Tumbler I37

26319020206
cl= 37  oz= 12,51
h = 92 mm
ø = max 86 mm
6x2

Invino Old Fashioned Tumbler - I37
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The Universum universal goblet is suitable for any type of 
red, white or sparkling wine. It is ideal for those looking 
for a multi-functional and accessible table setting,
 carefully designed to make it especially strong and sturdy 
for frequent use. 
The goblet’s curvature indicates the ideal amount to pour 
for tasting, but thanks to its versatility, it is also often used 
to serve aperitifs. 

Calice U55
Universum Goblet - U55

Goblet U55

25159020706
cl= 55  oz= 18,60
h = 220 mm
ø = max 96 mm
6x2
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Calice U55
Universum Goblet - U55

Goblet U55

25159020706
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Inspired by Leonardo da Vinci’s concept of the Vitruvian 
man, the design blends together the square that is part 
of the circle of the rim. A particularly modern style, with 
careful attention to detail, making for a sturdy product 
that is ideal for any moment of the day. Coloured glass
versions are also available.

Tablew
are
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Set 6 Bicchieri Dof
Set 6 Dof Tumblers

25994020206
cl = 27  oz =19,3
h = 99 mm
ø = max 93 mm
1x2

Fusion Set 6 pcs Tumbler - Doff - Colourred
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Who needs color? Eco-Crystal doesn’t need to be col-
ored. Just a drop of color in the base, and its natural 
brilliance radiates through the whole glass. They are 
dishwasher safe and scratch resistant.

FUSION

31

Set 6 Bicchieri Dof
Fusion Set 6 pcs Tumbler - Doff - Colourred

Set 6 Dof Tumblers
25994020206
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M
ixology

The Mule is not only the first Eco-Crystal mug dedicated to 
the Moscow Mule, but especially an innovative product for 
the mixology world. Its transparency enhances the colors 
of the cocktails while the handle allows for an ergonomic 
grip. The thickness of Luxion® Eco-Crystal guarantees a 
higher temperature maintenance than any other glass, for 
a drink that is always cold at the right point.

Mule
Mule

27442020006
cl= 43 oz= 14,54
h = 111 mm
ø = max 84 mm
4x2

35
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Set 4 Bicchieri Dof 
4 Dof Tumblers

26249020206
1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler MELODIA 
cl 36  oz 12,17

1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler TATTOO 
cl 37  oz 12,44

1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler OASIS cl 
36  oz 12,17

1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler TIMELESS cl 
44 oz 14,98

h = 150 mm

h = 150 mm

h = 150 mm

h = 150 mm

SET MIXOLOGY
MIXOLOGY 4 Dof Tumblers

SET MIXOLOGY
MIXOLOGY 4 HB Tumblers

Set 4 Bicchieri HB 4 
HB Tumblers

26984020306
1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler MELODIA 
cl 31  oz 10,48

1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler TATTOO 
cl 34  oz 

1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler OASIS cl 
32  oz 10,65

1 Bicchiere/1 Tumbler TIMELESS cl 
36  oz 12,17

h = 94 mm

h = 94 mm

h = 93 mm

h = 92 mm

Mixology Set

Set
RCR 2021
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HB Tumblers

42

RCR 2021

SET MIXOLOGY

Set 4 Hb Tumblers
26984020306
1x3

M
ixology

SET MIXOLOGY

Set 4 Hb Tumblers
26984020306
1x3

MELODIA
Hb Tumbler

cl 36  oz 12,17
h.150 mm
ø max 70 mm

TATTOO
Hb Tumbler

cl 37  oz 12,44
h.150 mm
ø max 70 mm

OASIS
Hb Tumbler

cl 36  oz 12,17
h.150 mm
ø max 70 mm

OASIS
Hb Tumbler

cl 36  oz 12,17
h.150 mm
ø max 70 mm

TIMELESS
Hb Tumbler

cl 44 oz 14,98
h.150 mm
ø max 76 mm

RCR 2021

43



RCR 2021

4544

RCR 2021

M
ixology

OASIS
Hb Tumbler

cl 36  oz 12,17
h.150 mm
ø max 70 mm
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RCR 2021

SET MIXOLOGY

Set 4 Bicchieri Dof
Set 4 Dof Tumblers
26249020206
1x4

Dof Tumblers

M
ixology

SET MIXOLOGY

Set 4 Bicchieri Dof
Set 4 Dof Tumblers
26249020206
1x4

MELODIA
Dof Tumbler

cl. 31 oz. 10,48
h.94 mm
ø max 82 mm

TATTOO
Dof Tumbler

cl. 33,7 oz. 11,40
h. 94 mm
ø max 82 mm

OASIS
Dof Tumbler

cl. 32 oz. 10,65
h. 93 mm
ø max 82 mm

TIMELESS
Dof Tumbler

cl. 36 oz. 12,17
h. 92 mm
ø max 86 mm

RCR 2021
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RCR 2021 RCR 2021

OASIS
Dof Tumbler

cl. 32 oz. 10,65
h. 93 mm
ø max 82 mm

M
ixology



Dof Tumblers

MAORI

Dof Tumbler
Bicchiere Dof

27293020006
cl 36  oz 12,17
h.92 mm
ø max 86 mm
1x2

PEDRO & ROSA

Set 6 Tumblers Dof
Set 6 bicchieri Dof

26537020106
cl 36  oz 12,17
h.92 mm
ø max 86 mm
1x2

5150



MAORI

Dof Tumbler
Bicchiere Dof

27293020006
cl 36  oz 12,17
h.92 mm
ø max 86 mm
1x2

5352



PEDRO & ROSA 6 DOF TUMBLERS

26195020106

86mm

92 mm

Capacity 36cl/12.17oz

Kode :

DIA    :

H       :

54 55

Dof Tumblers

PEDRO & ROSA

Set 6 Tumblers Dof
Set 6 bicchieri Dof

26537020106
cl 36  oz 12,17
h.92 mm
ø max 86 mm
1x2



RCR 2021

PEDRO & ROSA

Set 6 Tumblers Dof
Set 6 bicchieri Dof

26537020106
cl 36  oz 12,17
h.92 mm
ø max 86 mm
1x2
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Davide Oldani, one of the greatest chef of the contemporary 
Italian cuisine, after working with Gualtiero Marchesi, Albert 
Roux, Alain Ducasse and Pierre HermÃ©, has revolutionized 
italian cuisine, creating “Cucina POP“ - high quality and ac-
cessibility - by opening his restaurant D’O in 2003 in Cornar-
edo (MI). In December 2008 Davide Oldani was awarded the 
Ambrogino d’Oro by the City of Milan. 
He was named Ambassador Expo 2015. In 2016 he inaugurated 
a restaurant in Manila, one in Singapour and opened his new 
D’O awarded the Tre Forchette  
in the Milan Guide by Gambero Rosso. He was named Food & 
Sport Ambassador by CONI and selected as chef of Casa Italia 
for the Olympics Game in Rio. 
His publications include: Cuoco andata e ritorno (2008), La mia 
cucina pop. L’arte di caramellare i sogni (2009), POP, La nuova 
grande cucina italiana (2010), Il giusto e il gusto (2012), Storie 
di sport e cucina (2013), CheFacile (2013), D’O eat better (2016).

plates
by the chef DavideOldani

Tablew
are

59

The cake stand is more than a simple cake 
and biscuits shelf. It is a display stage, 
a pedestal for your creations: 
from the colourful cupcakes to the 
fragrant gingerbread biscuits!

ALZATINE 
Tiered 

serving 
Plates



“Savouring a good wine is an art that engages 
every sense. 
Because if smell and taste must be caressed, the 
gaze wants to be captured, seduced.” 
Style guidelines laid down by Luca Martini, voted 
world’s top sommelier in 2013. 
.

Luca Martini
World’s Best Sommelier

Selection Som
m

elier



ENOLOGICAL TOOLS

Recommended for red, white and sparkling wines 

U55 is a universal glass, suitable for tasting all wines but also for drinking tasty 
cocktails or beers. The glass was designed so that it is angled precisely for 10 cl, 
which makes it very practical for wine bars and venues serving by the glass.

U55
niversum

6362

ENOLOGICAL TOOLS

Recommended for red, white and sparkling wines 

U55 is a universal glass, suitable for tasting all wines but also for drinking tasty 
cocktails or beers. The glass was designed so that it is angled precisely for 10 cl, 
which makes it very practical for wine bars and venues serving by the glass.

Selection Som
m

elier

Fine, reinforced laser-cut edge.
A well-balanced glass for the perfect oxygenation of 
wine for its total flexibility.
The glass was designed so that it is angled precisely 
for 10 cl.

Fine, reinforced laser-cut edge.
A well-balanced glass for the perfect oxygenation of 
wine for its total flexibility.
The glass was designed so that it is angled precisely 
for 10 cl.

Goblet U55
Calice U55

25159020706
cl 55  oz 18,60
h.220 mm
ø max 96 mm
6x2

Goblet U55
Calice U55

Universum Goblet - U55

25159020706
cl 55  oz 18,60
h.220 mm
ø max 96 mm
6x2



Red Wines

Recommended for Syrah, Ganache and Schioppettino

I56 is recommended for all young red wines or types that require a slower in-
teraction with oxygen. A quite elongated stem keeps hands at a good distance 
from the bowl to avoid overheating wine. The rim is narrower than the bowl, 
allowing aromas to integrate with the sensory spectrum. This wineglass is rec-
ommended for tasting Syrah, Ganache and Schioppettino. Very young wines 
with violet hues and hints of pepper and bell peppers.

I56
nvino

6564

Selection Som
m

elier

Fine, reinforced laser-cut edge.
Its wider bowl and narrower rim give a sense of verticality 
to the product, ensuring that these varietals, which are still 
very young, are further enhanced by the goblet. for its total 
flexibility.

Goblet I56
Calice I56

Invino Goblet - I56

25516020106
cl 56  oz 19,10
h.235 mm
ø max 93 mm
6x2



White Wines

Recommended for Pinot Nero

I45 is recommended for Chardonnay, Trebbiano and Tocai, wines with a 
more complex expression of their fragrance, so requiring a more flared 
glass of significant capacity. The wine can then breathe as much as pos-
sible and showcases the tropical notes of Chardonnay, the hints of lime 
in Trebbiano, and the almond notes of Tocai. A wineglass recommended 
for white wines of medium–long ageing, especially those that need to 
breathe. A good choice for all organic and biodynamic wines produced 
without sulphur dioxide or for those macerated on the skins.

I45
nvino

6766

Selection Som
m

elier

Fine, reinforced laser-cut edge.
A larger belly and bowl, while the shrinking rim allows 
medium-structured and medium-complex wines to come 
out at their best..

Goblet I45
Calice I45

26195020106
cl 45  oz 15,11
h.220 mm
ø max 84 mm
6x2



RCR lets you customize your product with the most advanced Made-in-Italy 
techniques, resulting in the highest quality work that is safe and resistant 
over time.

B2B

Each glass and goblet can be customised with your 
company logo engraved in the glass in bas-relief.  
The logo will be placed on the bottom and therefore 
clearly visible every time the glass is used, while for 
the wine glass, it can also be placed on the foot. 
A possibility that requires a decidedly limited invest-
ment and minimum production, but with a certain 
return on image and a finished product of the highest 
quality.

MOULD EMBOSSING

A high-tech process that uses a laser to engrave the 
product, which allows for very detailed decoration. 
It is a flexible customisation method, perfect both for 
a company logo that can be applied on any smooth 
surface and for decoration in bands or all around the 
glass. Dishwasher safe.

CUSTOM LASER ENGRAVING

6968

With laser engraving, it is possible to add a pour line 
to any glass, for a perfect wine tasting experience. The 
pour line is resistant to industrial dishwashers.

POUR LINE

RCR is one of the few glassmakers with an in-house 
engraving department, which allows for high-quality 
customisations. The engravings are done by specialised 
personnel with diamond wheels and can be either frost-
ed or polished based on customer requirements.

DIAMOND ENGRAVING

B
2B



RCR lets you customize your product with the most advanced Made-in-Italy 
techniques, resulting in the highest quality work that is safe and resistant 
over time.

B2B

The design on the product is obtained by sandblast-
ing, which creates a refined frosted effect that brings 
to mind the finest craftsmanship. The engraving is 
deeper than a laser engraving, but more nuanced and 
minimal in the details. Dishwasher safe.

SAND ENGRAVING

Our products are coloured with certified organic 
colours and through a process using nebulised air, 
offering a translucent colour that is dishwasher safe.

COLOUR

7170

This is the process that allows for the greatest number 
of details and the only one that allows the application 
of coloured decorations with organic and certified 
pigments. Dishwasher safe.

SERIGRAPHY

Typical of RCRâ€™s top-tier traditional tableware, in gold 
and platinum versions, using the nuance required by the 
customer. The decoration is resistant but the items should 
be washed with care, using non-abrasive detergents. 
A customization method that applies a band or fine-line 
decoration flush with the rim of rim of the product.based 
on customer requirements.

GOLD AND PLATINUM EDGING




